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TRACK TRAJECTORIES

What has been done for this study?

Storm direction relative principle component analyses
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Cold lows or TUTT cells were manually tracked during 2007-2016 using three-hourly
GOES-East water vapor image archive; producing a 6-hourly positions
Using these TUTT tracks I have examined the monthly mean trajectories and inter
annual variability of these phenomenon
Used these TUTT tracks to produce a water vapor image archive using GOES11….GOES-15 ( these have the same central wavelength), and conduct a principle
component analysis of the imagery
Used the TUTT tracks along with reanalysis files to determine mean and variance
structures of the cold lows in this record

And why should we care about cold lows?
•
•
•
•

•
•

TRACK STATISTICS
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The accumulation of cold lows over the summer season results in the semi-permanent
mid-oceanic troughs/TUTT (Frank 1970)
Cold lows are direct circulations where radiation is a key ingredient for their
maintenance (Frank 1970)
The TUTT has been linked to inter-annual variability of vertical wind shear and MSLP
and once formed may be self reinforcing (Knaff 1997)
They are a special long-lived case of wave breaking and likely are important to fartherreaching equatorward transport of momentum (Colton 1973) ozone, temperature and
PV (Liu and Barnes, 2018, and references therein)
They have been hypothesized to be the dominant foci for sinking in the subtropical
highs (Ricks, 1959)
Rossby Wave Breaking has been linked to intra-annual variations in the Atlantic TCs
(Zhang and Wang 2017; Blake 2014)
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Cold low progression through the tropics or main development region seems important for seasonal
and intra-seasonal TC formation and activity. More storms in the tropics when cold lows are moving
through rather than stalling or meandering.
DRY

Cold-low water vapor image archive
TUTT track were used to generate a water vapor image archive using geostationary satellite data
from GOES-11, 12, 13, 14, & 15. Images are 800 x 800 pixels with 4-km resolution in a Mercator
projection. There are 138,483 image in the data set. These are used to conduct a motion relative
principle component analysis, examination of the possibility of a diurnal cycle, and comparison to
information derived from operational analyses.
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http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/Library/Sadler.html

Sadler (1969)

The kinematic structure of the cold lows that were tracked show central warm anomalies of 5o C vs
environment (at 900 km radius) at the 150 hPa level and cold anomalies of -2o C at 400 hPa. In the
innermost core of the cold low relative humidity is slightly enhanced and slopes toward the left quadrant.
The highest RH is in the edges of the upper level cyclone. Very dry mid-levels are evident in all
quadrants but the left. The largest height anomalies (-60m) are near the core at 250 hPa, and the radial
gradiant of height anomalies is greater front-to-back. This warming maximum is above 250 hPa –the
local tropopause. It is interesting that the warm anomalies extend to the 250 hPa in the mean and RH
values near 45% allow for cooling to space - maintenance mechanism (Frank 1970). There is clear signs
that cold lows are to some degree baroclinic with sloping features (RH, Vt) with higher features on the
left. Radial flow seems a oposite of motion with large convergence in the stratosphere. Comparing the
mean cold low to the Dunion (2011) tropical Atlantic sounding is another way to show these anomalies.

Combined EOF analysis based on cold low analysis
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Are current forecast systems able to maintain and forecasts cold lows?
Do climate models produce cold lows? Can these models produce a similar climatology? and track them in a similar
manner as nature? Are cold lows the focus of sinking in the subtropics? Are they important to the general circulation?
Since these are special cases of Rossby wave breaking, do they have a larger role in transport of ozone?
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The combined EOF analysis suggests that
there is variability in the background, strength
and depth of the cold lows that were tracked.
Future work will be conducted to determine if
these three factors can be interpreted directly
from the water vapor imagery.
Thus far it appears that:
1. The warmer the overall WV temperatures
(in the whole scene) associated with the
deeper the circulation, and
2. Stronger cold lows often have an
accumulation of moisture nearer the center
and cooler temperatures near the center
Can we use simple hurricane models to learn more about cold low evolution and structure?
Can we make use of current satellite imagery to better interpret cold low strength and depth or make forecasts of changes
in those qualities?
Should an effort be made to create annual tracks of cold lows to improve our understanding and provide another metric for
NWP?

